Rutledge-Wilson Farm Park
offers themed field trip programs
specifically designed for Pre-K
school and daycare groups.
These programs change
monthly and include a theme
based story and related activity.
Each class is approximately
30 minutes long.

COST: $2.50/participant
Parents and teachers may attend
for free.
Groups must be scheduled in
advance with a minimum of 10
participants.

SCHEDULE A TRIP:
Please call Sabrina Ross at
417-874-2920.
Class times and availability are
limited on a first come basis.

MARCH: “The Perfect Nest”
Jack the conniving cat builds the perfect nest to attract
barnyard birds, but he gets more than he bargains for
when those birds refuse to leave. Entertaining and
endearing, this book is sure to please. After the story,
meet a bird from the Rutledge-Wilson coop.

APRIL: “The Great Sheep Shenanigans”
A wily old wolf by the name of Lou Pine wants a sheep
for his dinner but he can’t seem to catch one. Each
attempt is foiled by sheep that are just as witty as they
are cute. Children can also look forward to meeting a
new spring lamb in the classroom.
MAY: “Farmer Dale’s Red Pickup Truck”
Farmer Dale is hauling a load of hay into town when,
one by one, he meets some bossy barnyard animals
looking for a lift. Join us in the big red barn to read the
hilarious story about Farmer Dale and his bossy farm
animals. After the story, children can look forward to
meeting one of the animals that lives on our farm.

SEPTEMBER: “KISS THE COW”
Rutledge-Wilson Farm started out as a small dairy
operation, and we are celebrating this month with a
salute to dairy! After our story, we will talk about why
dairy is important and meet the farm’s dairy cows:
Maggie and Dotty.

OCTOBER: “Pumpkin Soup”

SCHEDULE A HAYRIDE:

What’s cooking in the old white cabin? Pumpkin soup.
The best you ever tasted! Join Duck, Cat, and Squirrel
for this deliciously sweet story. Students will also have
an opportunity to pick their own pumpkin in our
pumpkin patch. Separate charges for pumpkins apply.

Only available in March, April,
May, September, and October.

NOVEMBER: “A Plump and Perky Turkey”

Hayrides must be scheduled
in advance. Tickets must be
obtained on-site the day of
your field trip.

The people of Squawk Valley are in search of a bird
for Thanksgiving when they find Pete, the plum and
perky turkey. After this funny rhyming story, we will
meet the turkeys in their coop and do a turkey craft.

Cost is $1.50/person. A minimum
of 10 participants is required.

